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a b s t r a c t

Structures of supercavitating projectiles operating at high underwater velocity are subjected to large
deformations generated by high forces acting on the projectile. Moreover, it is widely that probabilistic
and non-probabilistic uncertain information are coexisting. Therefore, flexible and uncertainty trajectory
analysis of supercavitating projectiles are required. Formulae of flexible body motion and rigid-flexible
coupling dynamic differential equations are introduced first. Then rigid-flexible coupling equations are
decoupled. Flexible deformations are solved by modal superposition method; detailed rigid trajectory
equations in vertical plane, supercavity equation and force formulae are presented, and calculation
flowchart of rigid-flexible-cavity coupling trajectory is given. Third, by chaos method, the uncertainty
rigid-flexible-cavity coupling trajectory simulation of supercavitating projectiles with uncertain launch
parameters is performed, and parameters are described by random variables and non-probabilistic in-
terval variables. Finally, The correctness of rigid-flexible-cavity coupling trajectory algorithm is validated
by the experimental data provided by relevant literatures. To investigate the effect of flexible deforma-
tion of projectile on coupling trajectory, the variation of the resultant coupling trajectory was in-
vestigated by varying two important flexibility parameters – slenderness ratio and Young's modulus. The
results of rigid-flexible-cavity coupling trajectory are compared with that of rigid-cavity trajectory
through an engineering example. Trajectory curves sets and distribution of impact points are presented
through uncertainty rigid-flexible-cavity coupling trajectory simulation.

& 2016 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction

The local pressure of a fluid decreases as the bodies move at
sufficient high speed through water, and then low-density gas
generates. The gas forms a cavity, which envelops the moving
body according to a phenomenon commonly known as “super-
cavity” (Ashley, 2001). Supercavitating bodies can reach high
speeds in water, such as the speed of a supercavitating projectile
used in experiments is approximately 1500 m/s (Harkins, 2001). To
meet the requirements of fluid dynamics enveloped by a super-
cavity, supercavitating projectiles are usually designed as slender
bodies. However, the high slenderness ratio combined with the
large axial force caused by the cavitator drag and the sliding force,
which are proportional to the square of velocity, may easily cause
large deformations of structure in the supercavitating projectiles.
Therefore, when performing trajectory analysis of supercavitating
projectiles, large deformations of structure need to be considered.

At present, researches on the supercavitating vehicles mainly
focus on hydrodynamics, control, and buckling problems
(Semenenko, 2004; Zhang et al., 2015; Ruzzene, 2004) and only a
few trajectory analysis, especially flexible trajectory calculation
and uncertainty trajectory analysis of supercavitating vehicles,
have been carried out. Kulkarni and Pratap (2000) studied the ri-
gid dynamics of a supercavitating projectile. Rand et al. (1997)
investigated the in-flight dynamics of a simplified model of a su-
percavitating body, Ruzzene et al. (2008) and evaluated the opti-
mal rigid-cavity coupling trajectories for supercavitating vehicles.
Choi et al. (2004) used Modal-Based Elements to perform dynamic
analysis of flexible supercavitating vehicles. The dynamic beha-
viour of supercavitating underwater vehicles and the vibration in
supercavitating underwater vehicles were investigated and con-
trolled by Ruzzene and Soranna (2004). Cavity formula and sliding
force formula reported in Choi et al. (2004) and Ruzzene and
Soranna (2004), do not take into account the unsteady supercavity
characteristics, and the value of the constant in sliding force for-
mula should be obtained by experiments.

Nonetheless, the parameters are commonly uncertain in en-
gineering, so deterministic trajectory analyses are not adequate.
Commonly there are uncertain factors in initial launch process,
which will effect on the resulting trajectory. For example, the
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Fig. 1. Flexible body dynamic.
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initial velocity of the launch, initial angular velocity and pitch
angle are not determined in supercavitating projectile's launch
process. Due to disturbances generated during launch by manu-
facturing errors of supercavitating projectiles and by launch
equipment, flow disturbances, and launch equipment pressure
disturbances the above-mentioned initial launch parameters are
uncertain. Jiang performed trajectory stochastic characteristics
analysis of supercavitating projectile with stochastic parameters
(Yunhua et al., 2011), but the flexible characteristic of vehicle was
not considered and the distributions of random variables were
infinite. However, truncated random variables should be used in-
stead of continuous random variables for practical engineering
applications because most of random variables are bounded (Xiao
et al., 2014).

Besides truncated random variables, there are non-probabilistic
interval variables, and it is common that the above two un-
certainties are coexisting because there are many uncertain vari-
ables with various data samples and various characteristics in
engineering. For example, uncertain variables can be described as
random variables when data samples are adequate and an accurate
probability distribution can be obtained. However, an accurate
probability distribution cannot be obtained with a too small
sample of data. Small changes in the probability distribution of
uncertain variables can generate large differences in the prob-
abilistic analysis results (Elishakoff, 1995). Therefore, uncertainty
variables cannot be treated as random variables when their sample
data are too few to obtain accurate probabilistic analysis results.
However, the boundaries of uncertain variables may be easily
obtained from engineers and test data. Therefore, the use of a non-
probabilistic interval variable to describe uncertain variables is
appropriate (Ben-Haim, 1994).
Fig. 2. Forces acting on a su
According to the above analysis, flexible characteristics of su-
percavitating projectile, unsteady supercavity, and uncertainties of
the launch parameters must be considered. Therefore, it is ne-
cessary to perform uncertainty rigid-flexible-cavity coupling tra-
jectory analysis of supercavitating projectiles.

In this paper, rigid-flexible-cavity coupling trajectory and un-
certainty trajectory analysis of supercavitating projectiles are
presented. The unsteady supercavity characteristics, directional
effect of cavitator and floating deformation of cavity tail will be
considered and a more accurate calculation formula of sliding lift
force will be used. The paper is organized as follows. Flexible body
motion analysis and rigid-flexible coupling equations are pre-
sented in Section 2. Rigid-flexible coupling equations are de-
coupled, and flexible deformations are solved by modal super-
position method in Section 3. Detailed rigid trajectory equations in
vertical plane, supercavity equations, force formulae and solving
flowcharts are presented in Section 4. Uncertainty variables are
generated by chaotic variables and simulation flowcharts of un-
certain trajectory are presented in Section 5. In Section 6, nu-
merical examples of supercavitating projectiles and main results
are presented. Finally, conclusions are drawn in Section 7.
2. Flexible body motion analysis

In Fig. 1, XYZ is a global coordinate system, and XiYiZi is a body
coordinate system, so the global coordinate of arbitrary point P on
the body is expressed as

= + ( )r R A u 1p
i i i

where, Ri is position vector of body in global coordinate system, Ai

is rotation matrix from local coordinate system to global co-
ordinate system, u is position vector of point P in local coordinate
system. Flexible deformations were considered and u could be
expressed as

= + ( )u u u 2f0

where, u0 and uf are undeformed position vectors and deformation
displacement vectors in local coordinate system, respectively.
Then, after separating the body by FEM, the deformations of the
nodes were

= ( )u Nq 3f f

where, qf are deformations of nodes, N is shape function. The
global position of P could be expressed by both reference co-
ordinate system and floating coordinate system as follows
percavitating projectile.



Fig. 3. Iterative calculation process of rigid-flexible-cavity coupling trajectory.
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where, θi are the reference coordinates with respect to rotation, qif
is vector of elastic coordinates.

The global velocity vector of P was obtained by derivation of
formula (1)

̇ = ̇ + ̇ + ̇ ( )r R A u A u 5p
i i i i

f

Moreover, the global acceleration vector of P was obtained by
derivation of formula (5)
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Fig. 4. Data distribution of Logistic, Kent, S-T mapping and M-C test.
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Based on D′Alembert's principle and principle of virtual work,
Lagrange differential equation of rigid-flexible coupled motion was
established as follows (Ahmed, 2005)
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where,m is submatrix of mass matrix, kiff is stiffness matrix of body
structure, λ is Lagrange multiplier, Qe is external force vector, Qv is
inertia item of velocity's quadratic. The submatrix of mass matrix
was solved as follows
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where, ρ is density of material, and Bi is given by
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Because of the high nonlinear mass matrix caused by the
coupling motion of rigid motion and flexible deformation, Eq. (7)
required high computational capacity to be solved.
3. Decoupled equation and flexible deformation solving
method

To improve the computational efficiency to solve Eq. (7), sim-
plified rigid-flexible coupling motion equations were established



Fig. 5. Calculation process of uncertainty trajectory.

Table 1
Parameters of case 1 model.

Parameters Values and units

Launch position x x¼0 m
Launch position y y¼�0.018 m
Initial velocity Vx1 Vx1¼185 m/s
Initial velocity Vy1 Vy1¼22.8 m/s
Initial Pitching angle θ θ ¼�7.8°
Diameter of cavitator dn dn¼5.6 mm
Diameter of tail D D¼5.6 mm
Length L L¼40 mm
Density of steel ρ ρ¼2700 kg/m3
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by using linear theory of elasticity kinetics, thus formula (7) be-
came
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where, θ= [ ]q Rr
i i iT T T are position and attitudes vectors of body in

global coordinate system, Q is generalized force vector, including
external force, constraining force and the force related to velocity's
quadratic. Suppose that elastic deformation make no difference on
the rigid motion, the item ¨m qrf

i
f
i was ignored and the above two

equations became (Ahmed, 2005)
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First, the rigid motion was solved by Eq. (11) and then the
external force and inertia force were obtained and used to solve
Eq. (12) to get flexible deformations. By superposition of rigid
motion and flexible deformations, the motion of body was carried
out. Structure dynamic Eq. (12) was solved by modal superposition
method. Take the mode coordinate transformation as

η( ) = Φ ( ) ( )q t t 13f

where, η(t) is mode coordinate, Ф is mode matrix. Mode co-
ordinate η(t) was substituted into vibration difference equation,
and premultiplication ФT, then the following formula was ob-
tained

η η¨ + = ( )η ηM K F 14

where, = Φ Φ =ηM m Iff
iT , = Φ ΦηK kff

iT , = ΦF fT .
4. Rigid-flexible-cavity coupling trajectory of supercavitating
projectiles

According to formula (11) and (12), rigid-flexible-cavity cou-
pling trajectory of supercavitating projectiles can be decoupled
into rigid motion and flexible deformation. In the present section,
rigid-cavity coupling motion in vertical plane of supercavitating
projectiles is introduced first, and then calculation flowchart of
rigid-flexible-cavity coupled trajectory is presented.

4.1. Rigid-cavity coupling motions of supercavitating projectiles

Cavity envelops supercavitating projectiles, thus the external



Fig. 6. Comparison of the simulation results using rigid-cavity trajectory and rigid-flexible-cavity coupling trajectory with the experimental data.

Table 2
Parameters of simulation model.

Parameters Values and units

Launch position x x¼0 m
Launch position y y¼�5 m
Initial velocity Vx1 Vx1¼300 m/s
Initial velocity Vy1 Vy1¼0 m/s
Initial Pitching angle θ θ ¼0°
Diameter of cavitator dn dn¼3.0 mm
Diameter of tail D D¼30.0 mm
Length L L¼ αD (α¼10,12,14)
The ratio of thrust to drag Fpr/Fnx1 Fpr/Fnx1 ¼2
Thrust time of engine Tpr Tpr¼80 ms
Density of steel ρ ρ¼7800 kg/m3
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forces are different from those of common underwater projectiles.
Supercavitating projectiles can stably operate underwater due to
depend on the balance of gravity and lift force, which are provided
by cavitator lift force and sliding lift force in tail. The force model is
shown in Fig. 2, Fn is cavitator drag, δ is inclination angle of ca-

vitator,
→
V is velocity vector of projectile, α is attack angle, θ is pitch

angle, ω is angular velocity which rotate with projectile centroid in
vertical plane, Fpr is thrust of engine, Fsy1 is lift component of
sliding force, Fsx1 is axial drag component of sliding force, G is
gravity, Oxy is fixed coordinate system, Ox1y1 is body coordinate
system.

In the vertical plane, formula (11) is expressed as follows:
∑ω+ × =
( )

⎛
⎝⎜

⎞
⎠⎟

V
V Fm

d
dt 15a

∑ω = ( )I
d
dt

M 15bc z

where, m is mass of projectile, { }=V V V, , 0x y1 1 is velocity vector of

projectile centroid, { }ω ω= 0, 0, is angular velocity vector of

projectile centroid, { }=F F F, , 0x y1 1 is force vector, Ic is moment of

inertia, Mz is moment of force. Take formula (15a) and formula
(15b) integrate along x axes, and them are rewritten in detail as
follows (Semenenko, 2001)
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dV
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Fig. 7. Comparison of the simulation results of rigid-flexible-cavity coupling trajectory under various slenderness ratios.
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θ α θ ω( + ) = ( )V
d
dx

cos 16d

θ α= ( + ) ( )
dy
dx

tan 16e

∫ ( )θ α
( ) =

+ ( )
t x

ds
V cos 16f

x

0

where, θ is pitch angle, α is attack angle, clockwise is defined as
positive rotation, t is motion time. Force and moment equations
are as follows

∑ = + + + ( )F F F G F 17ax nx sx x px1 1 1 1 1

∑ = + + + ( )F F F G F 17by ny sy y py1 1 1 1 1



Table 3
Material properties and inherent frequencies of steel and aluminum projectiles.

Parameter Steel projectile Aluminum projectile

Density ρ 7800 kg/m3 2700 kg/m3

Young's modulus E 210 GPa 70 GPa
Poisson ratio μ 0.3 0.33
1st order frequency 1042 1033
2nd order frequency 2516 2492
3rd order frequency 4605 4559
4th order frequency 7264 7186
5th order frequency 9763 9580
6th order frequency 10,429 10,309
7th order frequency 14,033 13,861
8th order frequency 18,011 17,777
9th order frequency 18,157 17,817
10th order frequency 22,306 21,998
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∑ = + + ( )M M M M 17cz nz sy z sx z1 1

where, Fnx1, Fsx1, Gx1 and Fpx1 are x1 axial components of cavitator
drag, sliding force, gravity, and engine thrust respectively. Fny1, Fsy1,
Gy1 and Fpy1 are y1 axial components of cavitator drag, sliding force,
gravity, and engine thrust. Mnz , Msx z1 and Msy z1 are moments of Fn,
Fsx1 and Fsy1 respectively. Main force formulae are presented as
follows. Fnx1 and Fny1 are expressed by (Semenenko, 2001)

ρ π
σ δ α δ= − ( + ) ( − ) ( )F

V d
C

8
1 cos cos 18anx

water n
x1

2 2

0

ρ π
σ δ α δ= − ( + ) ( − ) ( )F

V d
C

8
1 cos sin 18bny

water n
x1

2 2

0

where, ρwater is density of water, dn is cavitator diameter, σ is ca-

vitation number and ( )σ ρ= −P P V2 /atm c water
2, Patm is ambient

pressure and Pc is cavity pressure, Cx0 is cavitator drag coefficient
when σ = 0, and =C 0.8275x0 when cavitator has circular disk
shape (Semenenko, 2001). The formula of sliding drag force Fsx1 is
(Semenenko, 2001)

( )ρ
= ( )F

V
c l Dh

2
Re 19sx

water
f1

2

where, cf is viscous drag coefficient, Re is Reynolds number, l is
immersion length of projectile, h is immersion depth of projectile
tail, D is diameter of projectile tail. The formula of sliding lift force
Fsy1 is (Semenenko, 2001)
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where, Rs is tail radius of projectile, Rc is the radius of supercavity,
Vy is vertical velocity of projectile centroid, L is length of projectile,
xc is distance from cavitator to projectile centroid, Vyc is lateral
velocity of cavity axis, V2 is boundary velocity of cavity.
Formulae (19) and (20) show that the components of sliding

force are related to immersion depth, immersion length and shape
change velocity of cavity at each time. To obtain accurate sliding
force, accurate cavity shape needs to be obtained at each time.
Based upon Logvinovich independence expansion principle of the
supercavity section, the supercavity radius was calculated as fol-
lows (Logvinovich, 1972)

∫ ∫

( )τ
π

τ

ρ
τ

= + ( − )
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S t
d
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Ad

V C
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du P v dv
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4 4
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t u
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where, ( )τS t, is cavity area in τ section at t time, π=k A4 / 2,

σ=A ln 1/ , and ΔP is pressure difference between ambient
pressure Patm and cavity pressure Pc. Directional effect of cavitator
and floating deformation of cavity tail are considered, and the
center of cavitator ′zo in τ section at t time is expressed as (Log-
vinovich, 1972)

∫( )τ
π ρπ

σ= − −
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− − +
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where, ( )Q x is cavity volume, Fny is cavitator lift, Rn is cavitator
radius, x is the distance from cavitator to ′zo , Lc is cavity length.

Formula (21) shows that unsteady cavity shape is relative to
current cavitation number, current velocity, and current pressure
difference. So shape and position of supercavity in motion process
were obtained through iterative calculation at time t first, and then
iterative calculation on cavity length at current time.

4.2. Calculation flowchart of rigid-flexible-cavity coupling trajectory
of supercavitating projectiles

Because hydrodynamic forces the projectile suffered are related
to current cavity, current state parameters, and flexible deforma-
tion of projectile, motion of supercavitating projectile is a rigid-
flexible-cavity coupling iteration calculation process. Following
Fig. 3 shows the calculation flowchart at each iteration cycle,
where i is iteration numbers, cnx1 and cny1 are coefficients of ca-
vitator drag components, csx1 and csy1 are coefficients of sliding
force components, cnm and csm are moment coefficients of cavitator
drag and sliding force. Depth Hi40 indicates that projectile fly off
water surface. h140 and h240 indicate ring immersion of pro-
jectile. The iterative process stops when above h140 and h240
arise or V¼0.
5. Uncertainty rigid-flexible-cavity coupling trajectory
calculations

5.1. Uncertainty variables

Considering the various uncertainties of initial parameters of
the launch of supercavitating projectile, uncertainty trajectory
analysis was required. The uncertain parameters of the launch
could be described by truncated probabilistic variables and non-
probabilistic interval variables due to their data samples are suf-
ficient or non-sufficient.

5.1.1. Truncated random variables
When the accurate probability distributions of uncertain vari-

ables could be obtained, and uncertain variables were generally
bounded in practical engineering, it is more appropriate that in-
finite probabilistic distribution variables were substituted by
truncated probability distribution variables in engineering.



Fig. 8. Comparison of the simulation results of rigid-flexible-cavity coupling trajectory between steel projectile and aluminum projectile.
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Assume X̄i is truncated probability variable with interval [ai,bi],
its Probability Density Function (PDF) ( )¯f XX i and Cumulative

Probability Distribution Functions (CDF) ( )¯F XX i are as follows

( ) ( )
( )

¯ =
− ( ) ( )

f X
f X

F b F a 23X i
X i

X i X i

( ) ( ) ( )¯ =
− ( )

( ) − ( )
( )

F X
F b F a

F x F a
1

24
X i

X i X i
X X i
where, ( )f XX i is PDF of ith continuous random variable Xi, and

( )F XX i is CDF of ith continuous random variable Xi.

5.1.2. Interval variables
When data samples of uncertainty parameters are not suffi-

cient in engineering, the accurate probability distribution cannot
be calculated, but the upper and lower bounds of uncertainty
variables could be easily obtained. Therefore, non-probabilistic
interval variables should be adopted to describe above uncertainty
parameters as follows (Ling et al., 2011)



)

)28

Table 4
Main parameters of supercavitating projectile.

Parameters Values

Launch position x x¼0
Launch position y y¼�25 m
Initial velocity Vx1 Vx1¼600 m/s
Initial velocity Vy1 Vy1¼0
Angular velocity ω ω ¼2 rad/s
Pitching angle θ θ ¼0
The ratio of thrust to drag Fpr/Fnx1 Fpr/Fnx1¼2
Thrust time of engine Tpr Tpr¼80 ms
Diameter of cavitator dn dn¼3 mm
Diameter of tail D D¼30 mm
Density of steel ρ ρ¼7800 kg/m3

Fig. 9. FEM model of supercavitating projectile.

Table 5
Front 10 order inherent frequency.

Mode Inherent frequency (Hz)

1 2.04�103

2 4.79�103

3 8.59�103

4 1.33�104

5 1.89�104

6 2.08�104

7 2.51�104

8 3.19�104

9 3.84�104

10 3.91�104
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where, Yi
I is the interval of interval variable Yi, Yi

l is the lower
bound of Yi, Yi

u is the upper bound of Yi.

5.2. Uncertainty variables generated by Chaos method

Considering the random, ergodicity and uniformity of chaos
variables, chaos method was used to simulate uncertain trajectory.
Ergodicity and uniformity of chaotic variables formed by different
chaos mapping iteration formulae were compared first. Logistic
map equation, Kent map formula, and Skew-Tent map formula are
as follows.

a) Logistic map equation (Walters, 1982)

( )μ= − = … = … ( )
+t t t i n k N1 1, 2, , 1, 2, , 26i

k
i
k

i
k1

where, ti
k is ith chaotic variable at kth iteration. Initial value

< <t0 1i
0 , and Logistic mapping is under chaotic state when

μ = 4. Interval [0, 1] is the invariability set of Logistic mapping.
b) Kent map formula (Chua et al., 1990)

( ) ( )
β β

β β
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k
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k
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where, ti
k is chaotic variable formed by Logistic map, and then
Kent map chaos variables are formed through formula (27).
When parameter β ∈ ( )0, 1 , Kent map is under chaotic state,
and interval [0, 1] is the invariability set of Kent map.

c) Skew-Tent map formula (Hasler and Maistrenko, 1997)

(
( )

( )=
∈

( − ) ( − ) ∈
∈
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+
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t at a
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k i
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i
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i
k

i
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The case =a 0.5 corresponds to Tent map. When ( )∈a 0, 1 ,
Skew-Tent is under chaotic state, and interval [0, 1] is the in-
variability set of Skew-Tent map.

The uniformity of tracking point formed by the above three
different chaos map was checked as follows. Distributions of
tracking point formed by Logistic map, Kent map, Skew-Tent map,
and Monte-Carlo method are shown in Fig. 4. Both the number of
tracking points and random numbers of Monte-Carlo method
were 10,000. Tracking points of three different maps had the same
initial value of 0.1. In Kent map β was 0.4, in Skew-Tent map a was
0.3. Fig. 4 shows that Skew-Tent has the best uniformity, which is
closest to the one of Monte-Carlo method. Moreover, Skew-Tent
map does not need to form additional abandon points, therefore it
is best that tracking points formed by Skew-Tent chaos map si-
mulate the uncertainty trajectory.

5.3. Simulation flowchart of uncertainty trajectory

The simulation flowchart of uncertainty trajectory is shown in
Fig. 5. Chaotic variables series ti

k were generated first by Skew-Tent
mapping formula (28). Then, ti

k were mapped to initial launch
parameters series. If the launch parameters were truncated
probability distribution variables x̄i

k, its mapping formula was as
follows

( )( )( )¯ = − ( ) + ( ) ( )
−x F t F b F a F a 29i

k
X i

k
X i X i X i

1

If the launch parameters were non-probabilistic interval vari-
ables yi

k, its map equation was

( )= + − ( )y Y t Y Y 30i
k

i
l

i
k

i
u

i
l

Third, x̄i
k and yi

k were entered into rigid-flexible-cavity cou-
pling trajectory calculation flowchart shown in Fig. 3, and the re-
sults of trajectory saved. Finally, if the number of track point were
greater than requested number N, the simulation stopped, other-
wise simulation continued.
6. Numerical examples

The following are three numerical examples. The first example
presented in this section is used to validate calculation algorithm
of rigid-flexible-cavity coupling trajectory. The second example is
used to investigate the effect of flexible deformation of projectile
on coupling trajectory. The final numerical example of projectile
model is from engineering practice and its rigid-flexible-cavity
coupling trajectory and uncertain trajectory results were
presented.

6.1. Example for validation

To validate the calculation algorithm of rigid-flexible-cavity
coupling trajectory, the case 1 of the experimental model de-
scribed in (Mirzaei et al., 2015) was selected; the simulation
model's parameters are listed in Table 1. Fig. 6 compares the cal-
culated rigid-cavity and rigid-flexible-cavity coupling trajectories
with the experimental ones. The simulation results based on the



Fig. 10. Front 10 order mode shapes.
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two trajectory patterns are consistent; moreover, the results well
agree with the experimental data, and the error lies within the
acceptable range. Thus, the correctness of the calculation approach
of rigid-cavity trajectory and rigid-flexible-cavity coupling trajec-
tory was validated. Because the short trajectory simulation time
span (duration of milliseconds), the effect of projectile flexibility
on trajectory can be neglected, and this explains the identical
calculation results of the trajectory with or without considering
flexibility.

6.2. Effect of flexibility

To investigate the effect of flexible deformation of projectile on
coupling trajectory, the variation of the resultant coupling trajec-
tory was investigated by varying two important flexibility para-
meters – slenderness ratio and Young's modulus.

6.2.1. Effect of slenderness ratio
Table 2 lists the parameters of the supercavitating projectile

model in the simulation example, where α¼L/D is slenderness
ratio and it is set as 10, 12 and 14 for comparison. The simulation
results in Fig. 7 show that with greater slenderness ratio, the tail
force becomes greater, and the tail deformation of projectile is
larger. Moreover, with greater slenderness ratio, the range be-
comes shorter and the speed reduces more rapidly because as the
slenderness ratio increases, the mass of projectile increases, the
degree of speed increment in the early period decreases, and the
tail drag force increases, thereby resulting in a reduced motion
range and more rapidly declined speed.

6.2.2. Effect of Young's modulus
To study the effect of Young's modulus on flexible deformation

of projectile and coupling trajectory, the supercavitating projectile
model (α¼10) in Table 2 was used, while different materials (i.e.
steel and aluminum) were used. Table 3 lists the material prop-
erties and the inherent frequencies of the first 10 orders. Fig. 8
compares the simulation results of coupling trajectory between
steel projectile and aluminum projectile. One can observe that the
range of aluminum projectile is shorter than that of steel pro-
jectile; although the speed of aluminum projectile is increased, the
declination is faster. The tail force and the deformation of alumi-
num projectile are greater than those of the steel one. Therefore,
the influence of aluminum projectile characterized by larger flex-
ibility on coupling trajectory is greater than that of steel projectile.

6.3. Engineering example

Supercavitating projectile was made of steel; following Table 4
lists initial parameters of launch and main dimensional
parameters.

6.3.1. Calculation of rigid-flexible-cavity coupling trajectory
Before calculating coupling trajectory, mode analysis results of

supercavitating projectile are presented first, and they will be used
to solve flexible deformations in coupling motion process. The fi-
nite element model of supercavitating projectile is shown in Fig. 9,



Fig. 11. Comparison of the results between two trajectories.
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Table 6
Parameters of supercavitating projectile.

Parameters Parameters styles Values

Initial velocity
Vx1

Interval variables [ ]∈ −V 250, 350 m/sx1

Angular velo-
city ω

Truncated normal
distribution variable

μ =ω 0, σ =θ 2/3rad/s [ ]ω ∈ −2, 2 rad/s

Pitching angle θ Truncated normal
distribution variable

μ =θ 0, σ =θ
°0.1 /3,θ ∈ − ° °⎡⎣ ⎤⎦0.1 , 0.1
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in which the number of discrete elements is 100. The Front 10
order inherent frequencies are listed in Table 5, and the corre-
sponding mode shape are shown in Fig. 10. The Front 10 order
modes were used to solve flexible deformations of supercavitating
projectile.

Following Fig. 11 compares the results of rigid-cavity trajectory
and that of rigid-flexible-cavity trajectory. Big differences between
trajectories can be highlighted. The motion distance of rigid-cavity
trajectory is larger than that of rigid-flexible-cavity trajectory,
because flexible deformations consume parts of kinetic energy and
the velocity declines quickly. The angle acceleration, pitch angle,
sliding drag, and sliding lift in rigid-flexible-cavity trajectory are
larger than that in rigid-cavity trajectory. This is because the
flexible deformations of tail point, which are shown in Fig. 11(g)–
(h) and the deformation values cannot be ignored, thus they ob-
viously influence sliding force, and then influence the motion
process and state parameters of supercavitating projectile.
Fig. 12. Results of unce
Therefore, the flexible deformations of supercavitating projectile
need to be considered in trajectory calculation.

6.3.2. Calculation of uncertainty rigid-flexible-cavity coupling
trajectory

The initial parameters of the launch and dimensional para-
meters were the same as that of Table 4, while uncertainty para-
meters are listed in Table 6; their data samples are from experi-
ments and engineers.

The results of coupling trajectory curve sets, distribution of
impact points, depth distribution of impact points, and range
distribution of impactf points are shown in Fig. 12. The dispersion
degree of depth distribution of impact points is small, but that of
range distribution of impact points is large.
7. Conclusions

In this paper, the calculation flowchart of rigid-flexible-cavity
coupling trajectory is presented and chaos method is used to
perform rigid-flexible-cavity coupling uncertainty trajectory si-
mulation. The results show that there is a big difference between
rigid-flexible-cavity trajectory and rigid-cavity trajectory, and the
flexible deformations of supercavitating projectiles during under-
water operation at high velocity need to be considered. In addi-
tion, the initial uncertainty parameters of the launch have great
influence on range distribution.
rtainty trajectory.
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